NewDirection
23rd June - 2nd July 2018

St. Primus & Klagenfurt
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Everything began on
Saturday. In a small
Austrian place of St.
Primus, 8 countries
found themselves
and started their 10day long middleEuropean adventure.
Austria, Bosnia and
Herzegovina,
Croatia, Czech
Republic, Slovenia
and Serbia with
Hungary and
Portugal for the first
time at the camp even though it was a
beginning day many friendships
and memories were
already made.
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Sunday, 24th June
The programme began with
the formation of the
international groups and some
workshops and games with
Slovenian scouts - Scoutball,
Tie up with your brain, Make
your own spoon, etc.
At night there was the
cultural evening of Austria
and Slovenia. In the Austrian
part we played a game with
our international
teams were we had to take
photos of diffrent things as a
team.
At the Slovenian part we
were dancing a traditional
Slovenian dance "polka" and
eating Slovenian traditional
food "potica".

Monday, 25 June
This was the day when we
reflected about social
exclusion situation in our
countries. Each national
group presented a sketch
describing their reality.

In the afternoon the
international groups made a
reflection about their
situations. This discussion
was then presented in the
form of a poster.

The cultural evening had
belonged to Portugal, which
presented the traditional
portuguese music - Fado.

Tuesday, 26 June
Tuesday was a Croatian day.
Croats had to wake up the
whole camp at 5:30 because it
was a hiking day as well.
After their energizer,
everyone was full of energy
to begin the way to Klopeiner
lake.
Even though it was raining,
the rain didn't destroyed the
will for volleyball
tournament and swimming in
the lake.

In the evening, Croatian
team organised the watching
of a football match on the big
screen (Croatia won over the
Iceland with 2:1). After that,
they played the game which
name was "Make the storm"
and everybody really enjoyed
it.

Wednesday, 27 June
Wednesday started with a
folk Hungarian music to
wake up everyone.
During the day we heard
some amazing life stories.

In the afternoon we spoke
with refugees who live in
Austria and there was a
volleyball tournament with
the guests.

The Hungarian and Serbian
groups presented their
countries with games and
musics.

Thursday, 28 June
Thursday was meant to be
a very intensive day - and
it was indeed. Waking up at
6:00 and travelling to
Klagenfurt, everyone was
still a bit sleepy, but not for
long.
Excitement came over
tiredness and soon
everybody hardly waited
the afternoon and the guided
city tour.

In the evening there was a
concert by a famous
Austrian musician - Harri
Stojka. It was really
amazing and unforgettable
day (and concert!).

Friday, 29 June
After breakfast and
energizer we went to our
bungalows and cleaned
them because after that
we were moving to a new
place.

After we cleaned we went
to elderly home and
helped them with daily
routine. After that we
came back to bungalows
to pick up our luggage and
went back to hotel and at
17:00 we had holly mass.

When the mass was
finished we went to a
bird park and in the
evening we had Czech
culture night.

Saturday, 30 June

The day started in a new accommodation were we had
breakfast.
Later there was a presentation about Ethiopia and how is it to
live there.
After we had the pleasure to hear some words from the Higher
Representative of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Valentin Inzko.
In the afternoon we had the Kick and Rock event with football
macthes and a concert.

Sunday, 1 July

This was the day of the final Holy Mass all together. In the
afternoon we were able the chill by the lake and relax.

Monday, 2 July

This was the official last day of the Youth Exchange Programme.
The Youthpasses were delivered to all of the participants.
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